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Abstract

Background: Self-perceptions of ageing (SPA) is an important predictor for
physical and mental health of older adults in successful ageing. SPA is
mainly studied from negative or positive perspectives using variable-centred
methodologies. The aim of the current study was to explore distinct profiles
of SPA among Chinese community-dwelling older adults using a person-
centred method and validate the SPA profiles by examining associations
with psychological outcomes.
Methods: Participants aged 65 and over were randomly divided into test
and validation samples (n = 451, respectively). SPA was measured by the
Brief Ageing Perceptions Questionnaire using latent profile analysis.
Results: Three SPA profiles were identified. One adaptive subgroup was
designated as ‘Low ageing awareness and high positive control’ (LAPC,
84.7% and 75% in both samples, respectively). Two maladaptive SPA sub-
groups were designated as ‘Low positive consequences and control’
(LPCC, 3.9% and 8.2% in both samples, respectively), and ‘High ageing
awareness and negative control’ (HANC, 11.4% and 16.8% in both sam-
ples, respectively). Similar to negative/positive SPA, the HANC and LAPC
subgroups showed the highest and lowest levels of depressive symptoms
and cognitive decline. Low cognitive function was found in the LPCC
subgroup.
Conclusions: These findings highlight the heterogeneity of older adults’
SPA. SPA profiles may aid community healthcare providers in China to
identify individuals with high risk of maladaptive SPA and to tailor targeted
interventions for psychological health in later life. Distinct SPA profiles
require different interventions targeting negative or positive control or both
aspects. More positive control strategies might be beneficial for cognitive
functioning in older adults from the LPCC subgroup.

INTRODUCTION
As the global population is rapidly ageing, especially
in China, it is critical for the entire society, commu-
nity, and individuals to reduce negative stereotypes
of ageing and develop more positive self-perceptions
of ageing (SPA) for healthy ageing. SPA encom-
passes a wide range of constructs such as older
adults’ attitudes toward their own ageing, subjective
age, and even ageing identities.1 It has been of great
interest in healthy ageing research and has been
broadly studied. Literature on SPA of older adults

mainly focuses on assessment tools such as the
Ageing Perceptions Questionnaire (APQ),2 Brief Age-
ing Perceptions Questionnaire (B-APQ),3 or question-
naire on Awareness of Age-Related Change (AARC),4

risk and protective factors,5–8 associations with
health-related-behaviours,9 and mortality,10,11 as well
as other physical and mental health outcomes.12,13

Depression is one of the most important mental
health concerns; approximately 22.3% of older adults
in China have been reported as having depressive
symptoms.14 Several studies revealed that SPA
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directly or indirectly predicted the onset and persis-

tence of depressive symptoms.15,16 For example, the

odds of belonging to the depressed ageing group

rose by 17% because of a one-unit increase in nega-

tive SPA.17 Accordingly, SPA has been considered

as an important target for reducing depressive symp-

toms among older adults.
Other than depression, SPA has also been a cru-

cial factor affecting cognitive function of older adults.
Levy and colleagues found that individuals in midlife
with a negative attitude toward ageing had poorer
cognitive functions, such as in visual memory,
38 years later.18 Further, Stephan and colleagues
reported that feeling older was a marker of older
adults’ subsequent cognitive impairment.19 Robert-
son and colleagues emphasised that negative views
of ageing predicted cognitive decline. Specifically,
verbal fluency and memory declined in the older pop-
ulation after adjusting for other related factors over a
2-year longitudinal study.20 In contrast, Brown and
colleagues demonstrated positive rather than nega-
tive SPA predicted cognitive functions.21 More efforts
are therefore needed to elucidate the relationship
between SPA and cognitive functions.

The wide-reaching implications of older adults’
SPA for psychological, physical and even behavioural
outcomes have been discussed using variable-
centred methods. For example, SPA has been
divided into positive/negative or more/less favourable
or gain/loss-related SPA, favourable or unfavourable
SPA based on cut-off scores such as the total scores
below or above the mean of SPA or attitudes toward
ageing,22–24 or even median score.25 Furthermore,
SPA has been also divided into quartiles such as low,
low-moderate, moderate-high, and high, according
to distributions of samples for detecting threshold
effect on healthcare resources.26 Huy and colleagues
used factor and cluster analyses to identify the typol-
ogy of older adults’ views of ageing and found three
different groups (‘fit and performance-hungry’, ‘con-
ventional’, and ‘easy-going and committed’ groups)
mainly based on healthy lifestyles.27 None of those
categories of SPA using variable-centred strategies
considered unobserved heterogeneity. Ageing is not
homogeneous,28 and older adults’ SPA might not be
a homogenous construct that the traditional variable-
centred approach has assumed, leading to a gap in
understanding SPA categories.

To our knowledge, there are still no studies on het-
erogeneity of older adults’ ageing perceptions.
Person-centred approaches such as latent class
analysis (LCA) and latent profile analysis (LPA) might
extend previous findings of SPA categories by con-
sidering homogeneity within a given subgroup and
heterogeneity across different subgroups as well as
measurement errors.29 Whether there are some simi-
lar groups in both person-centred and variable-
centred approaches or totally different subgroups
using person-centred analytic methods is still not
known.

More studies are aware that SPA is a multi-
dimensional and modifiable construct.17,30 Barker
and colleagues used Leventhal’s self-regulation
framework to define SPA as subjective perceptions
and emotional reactions aroused by physical, psy-
chological, and social threats to ageing.2 Therefore,
APQ, especially B-APQ, was developed to assess
multidimensional SPA, which includes five ageing
perception-related subscales.3 ‘Timeline Chronic’
relates to ageing beliefs and constant awareness of
ageing; ‘Consequences Positive’ refers to ongoing
development; ‘Control Positive’ refers to an individ-
ual’s ability to manage one’s positive experience of
ageing; ‘Consequences and Control Negative’ refers
to an individual’s inability to control the experience of
ageing, resulting in physical decline and loss. ‘Emo-
tional Representations’ relate to anxiety, worry, and
depressive emotions about ageing.

Apart from concise, theory-based, and multi-
dimensional features of B-APQ, it is worth mention-
ing that the B-APQ has some other advantages.
First, a systematic review exploring measurement
properties of all kinds of ageing stereotype question-
naires recently concluded that B-APQ might be the
most suitable assessment tool of SPA at present for
its reasonable psychometric properties.31 Second, B-
APQ, together with other similar short versions of
APQ, have been widely used in multiple cultures such
as Ireland,3 Malaysia,32 Turkey,33 Iran,34 and China.35

For example, B-APQ was used to examine the pre-
dictive roles of negative SPA on physical, psycholog-
ical, and behavioural outcomes in Ireland where age
stereotypes became more and more negative.15,36–38

In Eastern Asian cultures under which older adults
are highly respected and filial piety is advocated
broadly, B-APQ could be also used to measure age-
ing perceptions of older adults even with chronic
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diseases.39,40 The reasons why these findings men-
tioned above could reflect SPA accurately might be
related to the following two aspects. On the one
hand, all items in B-APQ were originally developed
from community older adults’ experiences and beliefs
of ageing using a focus group method, including
beliefs about awareness of ageing, beliefs about the
impact and personal control of ageing, and emotional
responses to ageing, thereby this measure could be
considered as the holistic representation of beliefs
about ageing.2 On the other hand, similar to other
measurement tools of SPA,41 B-APQ could capture
the multidimensional nature of SPA and effectively
predict health-related outcomes but also capture
malleable characteristics of SPA from a self-
regulatory lens.

Based on B-APQ, the purpose of the current study
was to explore SPA subgroups using LPA and exam-
ine the relationship between different SPA profiles
and depression as well as cognitive functions, aiming
at better understanding the heterogenous nature of
SPA categories and providing targets for SPA inter-
ventions according to distinct characteristics of SPA
subgroups. Taken together, we hypothesised that
there would be multiple distinct subgroups of SPA
that might not be limited to positive or negative SPA.
Additionally, distinct SPA subgroups may be differen-
tially linked to depressive symptoms and cognitive
performance.

METHODS
Participants
All participants were community-dwelling older adults
aged 65 years and older recruited from a designated
community healthcare centre for annual physical
examination in Xinxiang, China. Participants included
917 older adults, and 15 participants were excluded
from analysis because of missing data exceeding
20% of the total questionnaires. Questionnaire data
were collected by trained interviewers face to face.
Disabled older adults or those with severe hearing or
visual impairments or with diagnosed dementia were
excluded from the study. The present study was
approved by the Institutional Review Boards and
Ethics Committee of Xinxiang Medical University.

For better identifying the subgroups of SPA
among community-dwelling Chinese older adults, the
remaining 902 participants were divided randomly

into test and validation samples by SPSS random
sampling.42 Test samples were first used to explore
the potential optimal number of SPA profiles and the
identified solution was validated in the validation
sample.

The 902 participants ranged in age from 65 to 95
(mean = 71.28 years, SD = 5.38). More older adults
were female (n = 526, 58.3%) than male (n = 376,
41.7%). Test and validation samples (n = 451,
respectively) did not differ significantly by age, gen-
der, marital status, education, physical activity,
smoking, drinking, healthy diet, and healthy lifestyles
(Tables S1 and S2). Additionally, there were no signif-
icant differences between test and validation samples
in terms of SPA, depressive symptoms, or cognitive
function (Table S2).

MEASURES
Assessment of SPA
All participants finished a packet of questionnaires
including the B-APQ, which is a five-point Likert
scale and comprises 17 items indicating five ageing
perception domains: Timeline-Chronic (TC, e.g., ‘I always
classify myself as old’), Consequences Positive (PS,
e.g., ‘As I get older, I get wiser’), Control Positive
(PC, e.g., ‘The quality of my relationships with others
in later life depends on me’), Consequences and
Control Negative (NC, e.g., ‘Getting older makes me
less independent or slowing down with age is not
something that I can control’), and Emotional Repre-
sentations (ER, e.g., ‘I feel angry when I think about
getting older’).

The items of the NC subscale were reverse-coded.
Thus, positive SPA is indicated by low levels of TC
and ER and high levels of PS, PC, and NC.3 In the
present study, the internal consistencies of the B-
APQ and subscales were 0.718, 0.738, 0.665, 0.907,
0.738, and 0.608, respectively, which was compara-
ble with previous studies.21,32 Factor analysis con-
firmed the original factorial structure of B-APQ in the
present study: Chi-square, 447.472; df, 109; root
mean square error of approximation, 0.059; 90% CI,
0.053–0.064; comparative fit index, 0.934; Tucker–
Lewis index, 0.918; standardised root mean square
residual, 0.048. Scores in each subscale were
standardised into Z scores for comparison with other
studies and interpretation of the latent profiles.

LPA of SPA among older adults
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Assessment of depression
The nine-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)
was used to detect depressive symptoms over
2 weeks before the questionnaire was delivered. In
the present study, the Cronbach’s α coefficient was
0.707, which is acceptable.43

Assessment of cognitive functions
The Chinese version of the Mini-Mental State Exami-
nation (MMSE) was used to study cognitive functions
in older adults.44 This scale comprises 30 items and
five subcategories, including orientation to time
and place, language, mental arithmetic, immediate
and short-term auditory word memory, and visual con-
struction. Total scores on the MMSE were analysed
and the Cronbach’s α was 0.804 in this study.

Assessment of sociodemographic
characteristics
Demographic information and lifestyles were investi-
gated including age, gender, marital status, educa-
tion, physical activity, smoking, drinking, healthy
diet, and healthy lifestyles.45 Healthy lifestyles (from
0 = very unhealthy to 4 = very healthy) were calcu-
lated according to four scores consisting of healthy
diet including vegetable and fruit intake (0 = not
regularly, 1 = regularly), physical activity (0 = not
regularly, 1 = regularly) and smoking (0 = regularly,
1 = not regularly) as well as drinking (0 = regularly,
1 = not regularly).

Statistical analyses
LPA was conducted to detect the most likely num-
bers of SPA classes based on the B-APQ using
Mplus 7.1.46 Akaike information criterion (AIC),
Bayesian information criterion (BIC), sample size-
adjusted Bayesian information criterion (aBIC),
entropy, Lo–Mendell–Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio
test (LMR), and the bootstrap likelihood ratio test
(BLRT) were used to explore the optimal subgroups.
Smaller values of AIC, BIC, and aBIC demonstrate
better model fits. Entropy is used to determine the
latent classification accuracy. A value of entropy
exceeding 0.8 indicates a much better classification.
Both LMR and BLRT indicate how well a k profile
model surpasses a k-1 profile model, and a signifi-
cant P value indicates a k profile model is superior to

the k-1 profile. Posterior classification probabilities
were also supplied in the study.

SPSS 24.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA)
was used to compare the demographic characteris-
tics, SPA subscale and related psychological out-
comes in test and validation samples or results
among three latent profiles through Chi-square test,
t-test, non-parametric test, or one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). To compare the differential magni-
tude of distinct profiles derived from LPA, indepen-
dent t-test and Cohen’s d effect sizes were also used
to depict the standardised magnitude difference of
SPA for each subgroup.47 The Block, Croon, and
Hagenaars method (BCH) is strongly recommended
to examine the relationships between latent profiles
and psychological variables such as depressive
symptoms and cognitive functions.48

RESULTS
LPA for the test and validation sample

Test sample
Table 1 presents fit indices for 1–6 latent profile
models. The lowest BIC value, significant BLRT,
LMR, and entropy values closer to one have been
considered as a way to yield the optimal number of
profiles.49 The smallest aBIC value was found for a
six-profile model but the LMR was not significant in
both the five- and six-profile models. Although a
four-profile model yielded slightly lower BIC values,
the three-profile model had the highest entropy value
of 0.919, indicating accurate classifications in a
three-profile model. Hence, the three-profile model
was chosen and submitted for the following analysis.

As shown in Figure 1, Class 1 was labelled ‘Low
positive consequences and control’ subgroup
(LPCC), containing 3.95% of the test sample,
characterised by relatively low standardised mean
scores on TC and ER and moderate scores on Con-
sequences and Control Negative but the lowest
standardised mean scores on Consequences Posi-
tive and Control Positive. Class 2 was labelled the
‘Low ageing awareness and high positive control’ sub-
group (LAPC), comprising 84.7% of the test sample,
and it had the highest standardised mean scores on
Consequences Positive and Control Positive and
highest standardised mean scores on Consequences
and Control Negative (reverse-coded) and low scores
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on ER. Class 3 was labelled the ‘High ageing awareness
and negative control’ subgroup (HANC), consisting of
11.4% of the test sample, and had the highest
standardised mean scores on TC and ER and the low-
est scores on Consequences and Control Negative
(reverse-coded) together with a moderate level of Con-
trol Positive and Consequences Positive, suggesting
that negative ageing awareness and maladaptive coping
strategies might predominate in this subgroup.

Furthermore, Table 2 illustrates that the probabilities
of LPCC, LAPC, and HANC were 93.2%, 97.2%, and

91.6%, respectively, suggesting good discriminability
and accuracy of results with the three-profile model in
the test sample.

Validation sample
Table 1 also shows the fit indices for the one- to
six-latent profile models. The five- and six-profile
model offered the lowest aBIC values and the
higher entropy values, but the LMR was not signifi-
cantly different from the four- to six-profiles
(P > 0.05). Compared with the two-profile model,

Table 1 Fit indices for six latent profiles in the test and validation sample

Sample Fit indices

Number of profiles

1 2 3 4 5 6

Test N = 451 AIC 6425.660 6229.403 6145.870 6077.449 6049.871 6028.613
BIC 6466.774 6295.187 6236.323 6192.570 6189.661 6193.072
aBIC 6435.038 6244.409 6166.503 6103.709 6081.758 6066.127
Entropy 0.891 0.919 0.762 0.801 0.796
LMR <0.001 0.098 0.027 0.150 0.543
BLRT <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Validation N = 451 AIC 6396.819 6270.138 6158.528 5995.104 5907.582 5474.675
BIC 6437.934 6335.921 6248.981 6110.225 6047.371 5639.133
aBIC 6406.197 6285.143 6179.161 6021.363 5939.468 5512.188
Entropy 0.532 0.862 0.942 0.934 0.947
LMR 0.019 <0.001 0.346 0.066 0.061
BLRT <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

aBIC, sample size-adjusted Bayesian information criterion; AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; BLRT, bootstrap likelihood
ratio test; LMR, Lo–Mendell–Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test

Figure 1 Plot of the standardised mean scores of self-perceptions of ageing (SPA) across the three identified latent profiles in the test sam-
ple. TC, timeline-chronic; PS, Consequences Positive; PC, Control Positive; NC, Consequences and Control Negative; ER, Emotional
Representations.

LPA of SPA among older adults
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the three-profile model had a slightly higher
entropy of 0.862. The three-profile model was
therefore selected as the optimal solution. As
shown in Figure 2, the same labels for each sub-
group were used because of the very similar char-
acteristics in both samples. Class 1 was labelled
‘Low positive consequences and control’ subgroup
(LPCC), containing 8.2% of the validation sample.
Class 2 was labelled ‘Low ageing awareness and
high positive control’ subgroup (LAPC), comprising
75% of the validation sample. Class 3 was labelled
the ‘High ageing awareness and negative control’
subgroup (HANC), consisting of 16.8% of the vali-
dation sample. The HANC subgroup was
characterised by the highest mean scores on TC

and the lowest scores on Consequences and Con-
trol Negative despite the highest score on Conse-
quences Positive and moderate level on Control
Positive. Table 2 also shows that the probabilities
of LPCC, LAPC, and HANC were 87.8%, 95.6%,
and 89.3%, respectively, suggesting results from
LPA in the validation sample were accurate.

For comparisons of the five subscales across
the three latent profiles, Table 3 displays mean,
SD, and Cohen’s d comparisons in the test and
validation samples. Larger magnitudes of Cohen’s
d were found on the TC and Consequences and
Control Negative subscales by pairwise compari-
sons of the LPCC subgroup and HANC subgroup
in the test samples (1.203, 1.117) and by pairwise

Table 2 Average latent profile class probabilities for the most likely class membership (row) by latent class (column) in the test and valida-
tion samples

Sample Latent class

The most likely class membership

LPCC LAPC HANC

Test N = 451 1 0.932 0.052 0.016
2 0.007 0.972 0.021
3 0.002 0.082 0.916

Validation N = 451 1 0.878 0.082 0.040
2 0.010 0.956 0.034
3 0.006 0.101 0.893

LPCC, low positive consequences and control subgroup; LAPC, low ageing awareness and high positive control subgroup; HANC, high ageing awareness and
negative control subgroup.

Figure 2 Plot of the standardised mean scores of self-perceptions of ageing (SPA) across the three identified latent profiles in the validation
sample. TC, timeline-chronic; PS, Consequences Positive; PC, Control Positive; NC, Consequences and Control Negative; ER, Emotional
Representations.
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comparisons of the LPCC subgroup and LAPC
subgroup in the validation samples (0.611, 1.142),
respectively.

Comparison of demographic variables in each
latent subgroup
For participants in the three-class pattern of the test
sample, there were no significant differences with
respect to age, F (2) = 2.525, P = 0.082; or marital
status, χ2(6) = 2.105, P = 0.722; or education,
χ2(6) = 11.131, P = 0.083; or healthy lifestyles,
χ2(8) = 3.647, P = 0.731. LPCC had more females
(75%) as compared with the other two subgroups
(around 40%), χ2(2) = 7.688, P = 0.021.

For participants in the three-class pattern of the
validation sample, there were no significant differ-
ences in age, F (2) = 1.962, p = 0.142; gender,
χ2(2) = 2.959, P = 0.228; or marital status,
χ2(6) = 10.498, P = 0.105; or smoking, χ2(2) = 1.813,
P = 0.404; or drinking, χ2(2) = 2.944, P = 0.229;

healthy diet, χ2(2) = 1.409, P = 0.494; or healthy life-
styles, χ2(6) = 8.124, P = 0.229. However, there were
more participants with a college education (52%) and
at least primary school education (4.1%) in LAPC
than in other subgroups, χ2(6) = 23.185, P = 0.001.
More participants in LAPC also engaged in physical
activity (90.1%) than the other two subgroups,
χ2(2) = 15.032, P = 0.001.

Relationships between SPA profiles and
psychological outcomes
As shown in Table 4, regression mixture modelling
demonstrated there was no difference between the
LAPC subgroup and LPCC subgroup, while the
HANC subgroup significantly had the highest and
lowest mean scores on depressive symptoms and
cognitive functions, respectively, in the test samples.
As shown in Table 4, in terms of depressive symp-
toms and cognitive function, similar results were con-
firmed when the LAPC and HANC subgroups were

Table 3 Mean, SD and Cohen’s d of the three latent subgroups of self-perceptions of ageing in the test and validation samples

Sample

1 LPCC 2 LAPC 3 HANC

d2-1 d3-1 d3-2Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Test sample N = 451
TC �0.190 0.956 �0.138 1.000 0.818 0.700 0.053 1.203 1.107
PS �0.422 1.384 �0.016 0.976 �0.214 1.067 0.339 0.168 0.193
PC �3.193 0.794 0.155 0.732 �0.184 0.964 4.384 3.407 0.396
NC �0.065 1.340 0.159 0.888 �1.242 0.651 0.197 1.117 1.799
ER �0.026 0.965 �0.252 0.689 2.179 0.738 0.269 2.567 3.405
Validation sample N = 451
TC 0.439 0.891 �0.128 0.964 0.613 0.830 0.611 0.202 0.824
PS �0.285 0.942 0.054 0.960 0.148 1.089 0.356 0.425 0.009
PC �2.478 0.742 0.251 0.710 0.140 0.638 3.758 3.783 0.164
NC �0.219 1.142 0.219 0.905 �0.945 0.886 1.142 0.710 1.299
ER 0.084 0.712 �0.358 0.638 1.645 0.695 0.653 2.218 3.002

LPCC, low positive consequences and control subgroup; LAPC, low ageing awareness and high positive control subgroup; HANC, high ageing awareness and
negative control subgroup; TC, timeline-chronic; PS, Consequences Positive; PC, Control Positive; NC, Consequences and Control Negative; ER, Emotional
Representations.

Table 4 Standardised mean scores of PHQ-9, MMSE across latent profiles on self-perceptions of ageing in the test and validation samples

Sample

1 LPCC 2 LAPC 3 HANC Chi-square

Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE l vs 2 1 vs 3 2 vs 3

Test sample N = 451
PHQ-9 �0.057 0.205 �0.170 0.040 1.020 0.283 0.285 9.303** 16.544**

MMSE �0.096 0.188 0.053 0.049 �0.352 0.187 0.582 0.923 4.198**

Validation sample N = 451
PHQ-9 0.242 0.241 �0.166 0.044 0.606 0.175 2.724 1.447 16.991**

MMSE �0.447 0.262 0.149 0.046 �0.474 0.195 4.895* 0.007 8.954**

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. LPCC, low positive consequences and control subgroup; LAPC, low ageing awareness and high positive control subgroup; HANC, high
ageing awareness and negative control subgroup; PHQ, 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
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compared between the test and the validation sam-
ples. However, unlike results in the test sample, there
was no difference regarding depressive symptoms
between the LPCC and HANC subgroups but a sig-
nificant difference was found between LPCC and
LAPC subgroups according to cognitive function in
the validation sample, suggesting psychological out-
comes fluctuated in the LPCC profile, which was
uneven in both test and validation samples. It was
notable that standardised mean scores of cognitive
functions were consistently low in LPCC in both sam-
ples, indicating self-control might be important for
maintaining healthy cognitive functions.

DISCUSSIONS
The present study extends previous research by
exploring heterogenous profiles of SPA using LPA
based on B-APQ. Three distinct subgroups of SPA,
characterised by different beliefs about ageing, control
types, and ageing-related emotions, were found
among community-dwelling Chinese older adults,
supporting the existence of heterogenous subgroups
beyond negative/positive SPA under the self-
regulation framework. Specifically, the largest sub-
group, LAPC, was the most adaptive subgroup, while
the second largest subgroup, HANC, was the most
maladaptive according to differential associations with
depressive symptoms and cognitive function. Never-
theless, cognitive functions were below average level
in a particular LPCC subgroup characterised by the
lowest scores on Consequences and Control Positive,
indicating that adopting positive ageing perceptions
rather than reducing negative aspects of SPA might
be more beneficial for prevention and interventions
against cognitive decline. Accordingly, more attention
should be paid to individuals in the LPCC subgroup
beyond the most maladaptive HANC subgroup for
maintaining mental health of older adults.

Latent subgroup of SPA
Although positive attitudes of Chinese people toward
ageing have been challenged after rapid sociocultural
transformation and modernisation, our results support
that overwhelmingly the majority of older adults’ views
on their own ageing were positive. The largest LAPC
subgroup was similar to the positive SPA group in a
two-factor construct. Specifically, the lowest scores
on depressive symptoms and cognitive decline in the

LAPC subgroup indicated an adaptive psychological
status in the majority of Chinese community-dwelling
older adults. Results in the LAPC subgroup were con-
sistent with prior findings that feeling not old was
associated with fewer depressive symptoms in the
Chinese urban sample.50 The reason may be linked to
a self-protective or self-enhancement strategy
because individuals in the LAPC subgroup viewed
ageing as a process of consistent personal ongoing
development.51 Another explanation might be attrib-
uted to feelings of autonomy in older adults who had
fewer depressive symptoms.52 They considered their
lives are controllable and they might be involved in
more physical activities to adjust to ageing.22 The
highest level of Consequence and Control Negative
(reverse-coded) in the LAPC subgroup not only indi-
cated high autonomy but also contributed to good
cognitive performance.20 More importantly, results
from the LAPC subgroup might further highlight the
importance of the self-regulatory theory of SPA in indi-
vidual mental health.1 Both increasing positive and
reducing negative consequences and control seem to
be equally important for maintaining mental health of
older adults in the LAPC subgroup.

The second largest HANC subgroup accounted for
an average 14% in both samples. Older adults in the
HANC subgroup had the highest level of Chronic-
Timeline and ER beyond depressive symptoms,
supporting the previously identified link between nega-
tive SPA and depression using the variable-centred
method.16,50 Consistent ageing awareness or ageing
beliefs were found to be maladaptive and associated
with increased depressive symptoms. The underlying
mechanisms might be attributed to three aspects,
including physiological pathways, such as high level of
stress-related C-reactive protein53 and cortisol levels in
urine, 23 a psychosocial pathway such as self-efficacy,54

and even a behavioural pathway such as physical activ-
ity.9,11 Furthermore, it is worth noting that maladaptive
psychological outcomes in the HANC subgroup might
be attributed to its strikingly low levels of Consequence
and Control Negative (reverse-coded), regardless of
moderate to the highest level of Consequence and Con-
trol Positive. Accordingly, healthcare providers should
be aware that reducing negative consequences and
control prevailed over increasing positive aspects of
SPA for interventions in the HANC subgroup.

Approximately 6% of individuals on average
labelled in the LPCC subgroup were characterised by
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the lowest levels of Consequences and Control Posi-
tive, confirming the hypothesis that differential sub-
groups exist apart from positive and negative SPA.43

One underlying reason for the LPCC subgroup finding
might be their expression of Consequences and Con-
trol Positive, such as, ‘whether I continue living life to
the full depends on me’, which have been demon-
strated as largely concentrating on gains in personal
growth and self-realisation rather than solely positive
control strategies.2 Some older adults might be hesi-
tant to express growth because traditional Chinese
culture is somewhat introverted and conservative in a
collectivism cultural context. This explanation warrants
further investigations. The varied depressive symp-
toms in the LPCC subgroup might be linked to differ-
ential magnitude of the effect size on TC between the
LPCC and other subgroups, suggesting ageing aware-
ness might be an important intervention target for
treating depressive symptoms in this subgroup.

Relationships between different SPA profiles
and cognitive functions
Feeling older or negative SPA is associated with cog-
nitive decline,19,20 while a positive SPA benefits older
adults even with dementia.55 Consistent with prior
findings, individuals in the LAPC subgroup as
opposed to their counterparts in the HANC subgroup
believed they could control themselves, and use
more cognitive strategies to maintain cognitive per-
formance as they aged.56 Regarding cognitive func-
tioning, although differential statistical significances
were found between the LPCC subgroup and LAPC
subgroup in test and validation samples, cognitive
functioning in the LPCC subgroup were consistent
and lower than the average level in both the test and
validation samples. Debates about the effects of dif-
ferent dimensions of the SPA on the impacts of cog-
nitive function are ongoing.19–21 Given individuals
who had the lowest scores on Consequence and
Control Positive in the LPCC subgroup also had low
cognitive functioning, our results supported that pos-
itive rather than negative control of SPA might be
more important for maintaining cognitive functions,
indicating targeted interventions toward ageing atti-
tudes in the LPCC subgroup.

The current study contributes to the existing litera-
ture by providing a novel perspective to advance our
understanding of SPA categories. The study is also the

first known study to explore the latent SPA profiles
using LPA among older adults and illuminate the het-
erogeneous subgroups of SPA beyond traditional posi-
tive and negative SPA. Distinct SPA profiles among
community-dwelling Chinese older adults and their
associations with mental health underscore the impor-
tance of taking a person-centred approach to study of
SPA in further research, given the rate of population
ageing is extremely rapid and mental health problems
might become a huge challenge in China. Our findings
will benefit the design of targeted interventions for
community-dwelling Chinese older adults based on dis-
tinct profiles to improve mental health of older adults.

Limitations and future directions
First, the present study used convenience sampling
that may limit the generalisability of our results to Chi-
nese community-dwelling older adults in urban areas.
Findings should be re-examined in Chinese rural areas
and in other cultural settings because negative atti-
tudes toward ageing are ubiquitous. Second, a cross-
sectional study design was unable to delineate causal
relationships of different latent SPA profiles with emo-
tional or cognitive outcomes. Further longitudinal
research, therefore, is needed to better understand
whether the identified three potent SPA profiles in
older adults change over time and if psychological
consequences vary after interventions.

From a cultural lens, the present findings might be
unique, based on the samples from Henan Province
which represents the traditional central plains culture
of China, advocating filial piety, so that the majority
of participants hold positive SPA. Small numbers of
individuals within the LPCC subgroup disagreed with
expressions in items of the Control Positive subscale
such as ‘social life, relationships and living life to the
full depends on me’ because these might not be
encouraged in an Asian cultural context.57 Individuals
from cultures with high self-expression reported more
positive views toward new learning, which promotes
better cognitive functioning.58 In part, it is therefore
understandable why older adults within the LPCC
subgroup exhibited relatively high cognitive decline
compared with counterparts in the LAPC subgroup.

It is necessary to examine in additional studies
whether the robust three-classification is still suitable
in older adults aged 60–65 years or younger ones,
such as using latent transition analysis and latent
class growth modelling to better understand the
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dynamic characteristics of SPA profiles, in order to
provide preventive strategies for inappropriate ageing
perceptions.

In conclusion, three distinct profiles beyond the
positive/negative SPA classification among Chinese
community-dwelling older adults can advance theoret-
ical and methodological knowledge of SPA classifica-
tion and further expand the self-regulation framework
of SPA. The majority of Chinese community-dwelling
older individuals hold adaptive SPA. Community
health service providers should distinguish older
adults with maladaptive SPA as target populations
and adapt differential interventional strategies, either
reducing feelings of negative control of ageing or
improving positive control and consequently to main-
tain positive mental health among older adults.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found in
the online version of this article at the publisher’s
website: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi//suppinfo.

Table S1 Comparison of demographic characteristics
between the test and validation samples.
Table S2 Comparison of age, self-perceptions of
ageing (SPA) and psychological characteristics
between the test and validation samples.
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